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We study the well-posedness of theCauchy problem and the asymptotic behavior 
of solutions f the nonlinear wave equation utI -Au + m’ + u(V* u’j =O in 
Euclidean space. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the quation 
u,,-du+m2u+u(V*22)=0 (1) 
for xE R”, n > 3, m > 0, where V is a real function and * denotes spatial 
convolution. The stationary equation 
-Llw + w(V* w*)=(Tw (21 
is obtained bylooking for separated solutions f Cl), u= exp(Uc) w(x), 
where LT = 1’ - ml. Equation (2) has been studied in [4-61, for instance. In 
case V= ---/xl --I, Eq. (2) was proposed byHartree asa model for the helium 
atom. On the other hand, the time-dependent Schrijdinger equation with 
interaction ermu(V * u’) has recently been studied by Glassey [3j, Ginibre 
and Velo [ 21 and Dias and Figueira [ 11‘ This paper is devoted tothe study 
of Eq. (1). 
In Section 2 we study the Cauchy problem for (1 junder the condition that 
VE Ln13 + L”. Even though the nonlinear te m is not local, itdoes vanish 
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where u vanishes and so system (1) is causal. We assume V is an even 
function so that energy is conserved. 
In Section 3 we show that if m > 0 and V is O([x[ -*), then all solutions f 
sufficiently sma lenergy are scattering states. In order that all solutions, even
large ones, exist for all time, we require V to be non-negative (Section 4).If 
m > 0, V> 0 and V is 0()x/-*), we have ascattering operator defined on the 
space of all finite-energy solutions. O  the other hand, if m = 0 and )x13 V(x) 
is decreasing, thenthe energy of each solution propagates outward at speed 
one as t-r co. 
2. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS 
We use the standard notation Lp = L’(R”), 1 < p < co, for the Lebesgue 
spaces and 1 jp for the norm in L p. Any integral sign to which no domain is 
attached will be understood t  be taken over the whole Euclidean space R”. 
We denote by Hk = Hk(lR”) the usual Sobolev space, and by [j Ilk the norm, 
of functions whose derivatives up toorder k belong to L2. We denote by 
Mp = Mp(lR”) the Marcinkiewicz space of measurable functions  IR” such 
that 
sup {A” meas [/ul > n]}“” < co, 
.1 >o 
1 < p < co. This pace is sometimes denoted L(p, co) and its elements are 
said to be of “weak type” Lp (see [9]). IfIis an interval andX is a Banach 
space, wedenote byC(I;X) the space of strongly continuous f nctions from 
I to x. 
THEOREM 1. Letn~3andletV:iR”-,iRbelongtoLnf3+Loo.Ifn~4, 
we allow VE M”j3 +L w. Let u. E H’ and u, E L2. Then there exists a 
maximal interval I = (T-, T,) with --co < T- < 0 < T, < +cx, and a 
unique function u E C(I; H’), u’ E C(I; L2) satisfying Eq. (1) in I together 
with the initial conditions 
U(& 0) = u,(x), u,(x, 0)=u I(X) 
for x E R”. If T, < co (--co < T-), then Ilu(t)jlf + /u,(t)/:-+ co as t -+ T, 
(as t-1 T-). 
ProoJ: Write (1) as a system of two equations of first order in time. 
According to Segal [8] we need only prove that the operator u -+N u( V * u’) 
is locally Lipschitz from H’ into L2, provided that m > 0. Let us write 
V= V, + V,, where V, E L”13 or Mn’3, V, EL*. By using Hiilder’s, 
Young’s, and Sobolev’s inequalities, we obtain 
It is clear that N is a cubic polynomial map from H’ into L’, that is? 
N(u) = N(u, U, u), where N(u,, u2, u3) = ui(V *(u2u3)) which is a bounded 
trilinear mapping from Hi into L’, and in particular is locally Lipschitz. In 
case m = 0 we need only write the quation asu,, -Au + u = u - u(V* u*) 
and consider the right side as the interaction. Si ce the mapping 
H’ into L2 and since it is locally Lipschitz, u + --u + u(V * u”) also takes 
the proof is finished. 
EXAMPLE. Ifn>4 and 
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!W,* ~2)12a42n,n-2/Vl * u*/n 
< IllI 2n/n-2 I al,3 l~21n!n-2 
=I~Iln,3/~l~nln~2~~l~lln~3/~~~~~i~ 
and 
In case VE Mni3, IV, irZi3 should be replaced by 1 V, Iz,,r:l.M This should be 
understood throughout this paper. 
lwI~+--3~ 
Theorem 1is applicable, for such afunction V belongs to&P3. 
(3) 
THEOREM 2. Assuming furthermore that V is an even function, the
unique solution satisfies th  energy identity fortE I: 
i j (u: + I grad u1’ + m2u2) dx 
+ ajj u*(x, t) V(X - y) u’(y, t) dx dy = constant. 
ProoJ: From Theorem 1we know that 
f=-u(Vcu2)EC(11;L2) 
and u satisfies th  equation utl -Au + m2u =J By linear theory it foliows 
that 
~~(u:+lgradul’+m*u*)dx iT=jI!.Ju,dxdt 
0 
for all TE 1. Now, 
loTi fu, dx dt = -+k (w,, V* MJ)~~ dt, 
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where w=u~EC(I;L’~L”‘“-~) and w,=2uu,EC(I;L1nL”‘“-l). If 
X=L’nL”l”-2 and Y=L’nL”‘“-‘, then XcY, wEC(I;X) and 
ult E C’(I; Y). Let B be the operator Bf = V * J: Since VE L”‘3 +L”O or 
WI3 + L”O, it follows that B is a continuous linear operator f om X into Y* 
(the dual of Y). Since V is even, B*f = Bf Vf E X. These properties mply 
that (w, Bw) is of class C’ and 
$ (w, Bw) = (w,, Bw) + (w, Bw,) = 2(w,, Bw). 
Therefore w obtain 
jorjfutdxdt=-~jor-$(w. V* w)dt 
= -+ (u2, v* u’) IT. 
0 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY. If V is even and u(x, t) and v(x, t) are two solutions as in 
Theorem 1, then there exists a constant C, depending only on the nergies of 
u and v such that 
II u(t) - WlL < II 40) - v(OIl,ec’9 where
I. 
l/2 
IINII, = 1‘ <vf +Igrad ~1’ +m2u2) dx . (4) 
ProoJ u - o satisfies thedifferential equation with the nonlinear term 
N(u) - N(v) = u( V * u’) - v( V * v’). Therefore 
II u(t) - v(Oll, - IIu(O) - em 
< .t P%(r) -Nv(4>lz dr J 0 
G Corm jt (II ddlle + II v(W2 II 4~) -4% dl 
0 
< Const 1.’ 1)u(r) - v(r)lle dir
-0 
by Theorem 2. Then we use Gronwall’s inequality. 
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THEOREM 3 (Causality). Under the conditiom fTheorem 1, the values 
of the solution i (t = t,, /x - x0\ < S} depend only on the values of the 
initial data in {t = 0, Jx - x0/ < 6 + 1 t, I}, provided t, belongs to the interval 
of existence and 6 is a positive number. 
Proof. We will prove the equivalent statement: if he initial d ta vanish 
at (t = 0, /x - x,1 (R}, then the solution vanishes inthe double cone 
{lx -x0] <R - / tj, tE I}. Using Theorem 4we may assume the solution s 
smooth. For convenience we consider only positive times. The solution has
bounded energy norm in 0 < t < T, , if [0, T, ] c I. Multiplying the quation 
by ul, we obtain the identity 
Let C, be the piece of solid cone 
{(x,t),Ix-x,i<R-t,O<t<T), 
where T < T,. Let Q, = (x, Ix - x,,I < R - t} be its cross section attime t. 
Integrating he identity over C, and using the divergence th orem, we have 
u: + Igrad u I2 + m2u2) - U*(V . grad u) 
I 
d5 
.T . 
=-jD jn u&V’* u’)dxdt, 
L 
where 
e(t)=+! (u:+Igradul’ +m2u2)dx, 
‘0, 
K, is the lateral boundary of C, and v is the unit normal to 52,. In this 
identity we shall drop the integral over K, since its integrand is on-negative. 
We bound the right side as in Theorem 1to obtain 
j b, u,u(V* u’) dx 
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Therefore e(T) - e(0) < C si e(f) dt, where C is independent of T, provided 
O< T< T,. Hence 
e(t) < e(0) ecr for 0 ,< t < T, . 
So, if the initial d ta vanishes in{ 1 x- x0 I < R ), then the solution vanishes in
((x3 t), Ix - x,,] < R - t, 0 < t < T,}. This completes the proof if m > 0. In 
case m = 0 we use the same device as in Theorem 1, regarding u( V * u”) - u 
as the nonlinear term and noting that. 
THEOREM 4 (Regularity). LetV satisfy theconditions of Theorem 1. Let 
k be a non-negative int ger. If u0E Hkt ’ and u, E Hk, then uE C(I; Hkt ‘) 
and ut E C(I; Hk). 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we write (1) as a first-order system 
on the Hilbert space H’ @ L2: 
Following Segal [8] or Reed [7], we only need to verify that he pair [u,,, u ] 
belongs to D(Ak) and that he nonlinear term J’ carries D(Ak) into D(A “) 
with appropriate bounds. Now D(Ak) = Hk+’ 0 Hk, assuming for the time 
being that m > 0. So it remains to show that N: Hk” + Hk with appropriate 
Lipschitz bounds. We now sketch the proof of this fact for k = 1. We must 
estimate he L’ norm of a,[(V * u2)u], where 3, = a/axj. It is the sum of two 
terms. The first one is 
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The other term is 
It is clear from these stimates that N(u) -N(v) can be simiiarly treated ill 
terms of u, L’ and (u - ~7)~ and that derivatives of arbitrary order can be 
treated. We omit the details. 
3. SOLUTIONS OF Low ENERGY 
THEOREM 5, Let n > 3 and m > 0. Let V be an eoen, measumble 
function such that 
I Q~)l <c/l-+ 
for all xf 0. Then there exists 6 >0 with the following property. (a)For 
arbitrary initial d ta [u,, u,] such that 
+J (u: + I grad uOlz + r&i) dx < 6, 
the unique solution u exists for all time (that is, I= (-co, +CQ) in 
Theorem 1). (b) Furthermore, there exists a unique pair of solutions u + and 
u _ of the “free quation” (that is, (1) with V= 0) such that 
II 40 - u * (Ole -+0 as twfc0. is)* 
(c) The local energy of u tends to zero. 
! (ui + Igrad u/’ + nz%‘)dx-+ 0/XI<(l--E) ItI 
ast+*oofore>O. 
THEOREM 6. Under the same conditions as in Theorem 5, let u- be a 
free solution of energ-v less than 6. (a) There xists a unique solution u of 
Eq. (1) for all time such that (5)) holds. (b) Furthermore, there exi,sts a 
unique free solution u, such that (5)+ holds. (c) The solution u satisfies (6).
(d) The energy norm of U+ equals the energy norm of u- I The scattering 
operator S, which carries u _ to u + is a homeomorphism n the nergy norm, 
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Proofs. We apply the method of [ll], choosing X= H’ @L’ provided 
with the energy norm, X, = {O} +L’ and X, = L4 0 W-‘,q, where 
,u = 2n/(n + 1) and q = 2n/(n - 1). Here WkY4 denotes the usual Sobolev 
space with k derivatives in Lq. The method we use requires various 
properties of the “free quation” with respect tothe spaces X, and X,. The 
hypotheses which relate to the nonlinear equation (1) are as follows. 
Hypothesis II requires ~9~: X, + X, , or 
Iwf>-m)l, ~~(lfIs+Isls>21f-gl~~ 
Indeed, since VE M”12, 
IN(f) - ml, < I(f- d(V*f21, + IdV* vz - g2Nl, 
~If-~l,l~*f~l,+I~l,l~*~f2-~2~I, 
< c If - glq If’ In,+ 1) +c I &A, If2 - g2 Inloz-1) 
which implies II. Hypothesis VIis satisfied f the functional 
G(f) = f(f2, V * f’) 
is continuous onL4. In fact, 
and similarly G is locally Lipschitz. Hypothesis VII is an immediate conse- 
quence of Theorems 1 and 2. Finally we apply Theorem 16 of [ 111 with 
p = 3, Y = 4 and d= l/2. The local energy decay of “free solutions” together 
with (5), immediately implies (6). 
Remark 1. The same results are valid more generally ifn/2 > z > 
(n + 1)/4 and either V E M’, z > 1 or else VE L’, z > 1. 
Remark 2. If we weaken the assumption the initial data [uO, u,] in 
Theorem 5 and on the incident free solution, u in Theorem 6 to say that a
certain Sobolev norm is less than 6, then we can allow arbitrary 
V E L’ + L I, where 3n/4 > z > 1. S is no longer a homeomorphism inthe 
energy norm. Further details are given in [ Ill. 
4. SOLUTIONS OF HIGH ENERGY 
THEOREM 7. Let V be an even function satisfying theconditions of 
Theorem 1. If V(x) < 0 near the origin, then there xist initial d ta for which 
the interval I of existence (in Theorem 1) is Jnite. 
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Proof. If V(X) <0 for Ix) <a, let V(X) have support injx\ <a/2, so that 
(w”, Y* w”) < 0. Let A > 0 and U,,(X) = At&). Let U*(X) be any function 
such that sUs v(x) dx > 0. Then 
E=f!.u:dx+~/.(/grad y/‘+m’$)dx 
J 
for 1 sufficiently large. Let U(X, t) be the solution of (1) with initial d ta 
[uO, u,]. Now we multiply Eq. (1) by u and integrate to obtain 
g”(t) + I_ [-24: + In.4 I2+ln2u2 + u2(V:ir u’)] dx= 09 
where g(t) = +Ju2(x, t)dx. To this identity we subtract 4E,using Theorem 2: 
g”(t) - 1’ (324 + IVu(’ + m2u2 ] dx = -4E, 
Since E < 0, 
Therefore R(t) G [ g(t)] - ‘/’ is concave and h(0) >0, h’(0) < 0. Hence 
h(T) = 0 for some T > 0 and so g(t) --f 00 as t ,/ T, unless the solution d es 
not exist upto time T. 
Because ofTheorem 7we assume from now on that V> 0. In this case all 
solutions areglobal. 
THEOREM 8. I, V is a non-negative, e nfunction a d the conditions f
Theorem 1hold. then I= (-a, 00 j, that is, the solution exists for a/l time. 
ProoJ Let m > 0. By Theorem 2 and the positivity of Y,the energy 
norm of u is bounded a priori. According to the last statement of Theorem I, 
T, couid not be finite. Nowlet m = 0. As above, /gradu 1:-t- / u,/i is bounded. 
But lu(t)/, < lu(0)12 + ct. Hence, To could not be finite in this case ither. 
THEOREM 9 (Weak scattering). Let m,n and V satisfy the conditions J 
Theorem 5. In addition, let V > 0. Let u-be an arbitrary f ee solution f
finite energ-?, (not necessarily small). Then Part (a) of Theorem 6 is valid. 
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Furthermore, there exists a unique free solution u, which is weakly 
asymptotic to u as t + + oo. [This means that 
((40~ P(t))) + ((u+ iOh P(O))> as t-++a2 (7) 
for all free solutions a, offinite energy, where (( , )) denotes the energy inner 
product. ] The energy of u, is no greater than that of u- . 
ProoJ The first atement follows from Theorem 3 of [ 111. The second 
follows from the fact hat V> 0, so that he energy norm of u is bounded 
(see Theorem 4.2 of [IO]). The remarks following Theorems 5 and 6 are 
applicable here as well. 
Now we use a completely different argument if nz = 0 to prove that he 
local energy decays. 
THEOREM 10. Let m = 0 and II > 3. Let V be a non-negative, e n, C’ 
function such that /xl3 V(, ) Y is non-increasing in 1x1. Let u(x, t) be a solution 
(as in Theorem 8) with initial data of compact support. Then 
L<Mt (u: + ]grad zl12)dx-+ 0 
ast+fc0forany6>0. 
ProoJ Let r = JAY]. The assumption V means that (a/ar)(r’V) < 0 or 
rV,+3V<O, (8) 
where 8/lar = (x/r) .grad. It obviously implies (3). Theorems 1, 2, 3 and 8 
are applicable. Let the supports ofu0 and u, be contained in{x, Ix]< k}. By 
Theorem 3, the support of u is contained in((x, t), Ix]< ] tl + k). Suppose 
first that u,, and u, are C” functions. By Theorem 4, u is C”. The well- 
known dilation identity [lo] is 
1 
+v* -tu, grad u- 7 xu: 
(n- 1) ++x(gradu12-qgradu-7 u grad u . 1 
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Furthermore 
Because aV/ax, is an odd function, 
Adding and integrating, we have 
~u:+~lgradu(‘S$(Vau’)u? 
1 
+ (~u,+~,ju,ldx--f!([rV~t3VIi;~~~u~dX. 
\ 
Integrating over time and using (B), we have 
~r/.(uj+lgradu!*+t(Vr-u’)u’) dx 
!=T 
d.u 
I= T 
for any T > 0. It is convenient to denote by w the vector field 
w = grad u+ V&U. 
r- 
Then 
103 
jw!*=jgradu(*- (‘- 1)3(“-3’~+~. [.k$.!?;u*]. (10) 
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Denote by I the first two integrals in (9). By (10) we can write 1 = J + K, 
where 
and 
J= 1‘ [(T+ k)(+u; + f 1~1’) +x . wu,] dx 
K=-+~(u:+Jw12)~+ 
T(n-l)(n-3) U2 
8 I yT& 
+ ;I (I-‘* u’)u~ dx. 
Because u(x, 7’) has support in((xl < T + k], the integrand i  J is non- 
negative. So we get alower bound for J by throwing away the part of it over 
(1x1 > (1 - E)T): 
(u: + (w I’) dx. 
-Ixl<(l-E)T 
In this integral andin K we again use (10). From (9) we obtain 
-Ixl<(l-E)T 
(u:+jgradul’)dx-~~(u:+/graduI’)dx 
+ [(I - E)T- k].@ - ‘; - 3, 1 tn- 1) cdx+eT7 
I r* 
Each term on the left side of (11) is non-negative, except for the second 
integral which is bounded (by Theorem 2). Therefore each term in (11) is 
bounded for all time. From the first term we get he desired result. 
In case u0 and U, are not C”, we approximate th m by C” functions with 
bounded support u,,~ and uls (in H’ and L*, respectively). Let u, be the 
solution f rthe initial d ta u,,~ and u,,. By the corollary to Theorem 2, each 
term in (11) converges as E+ 0. Hence (11) is valid for all solutions with 
u0 E H’, U, E L2 with compact support in13cJ< k.This completes heproof 
of the theorem. 
COROLLARY. 
J 
‘(V* u’)u’dx=O(t-‘) as t+ co. 
Proo$ Immediate from inequality (11). 
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